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Vermondo Brugnatelli

Some grammatical features of Ancient Eastern Berber
(the language of the Mudawwana)

T

he Eastern Berber languages are less known and studied than
the Western and Southern ones. Our lack of knowledge is even deeper
for the ancient stages, since up to now only western manuscripts have been
investigated. So far, just one early text is known from the East, the so-called
“Mudawwana of Ibn Ġānim1”, which is still unpublished. This important
work of ibadite fiqh was discovered in Tunisia, towards the end of the 19th
century, by the French officer Francis Rebillet (1848-1923), who showed it
to Adolphe de Calassanti-Motylinski in view of its full edition. Unfortunately, the latter died shortly after the publication of a first article in the
acts of the 5th Congress of Orientalists (Calassanti-Motylinski 1907),
and the manuscripts were not to be heard of until lately.

In the last years, some new publications reopened the scientific debate
on this work, drawing the attention to a couple of manuscripts which contain parts of it. The first one, found in a French library, had been in possession of Calassanti-Motylinski and Bossoutrot (U-Madi n.d.), while
another one, bought some years ago from a bookseller, was still unnoticed
(Ould-Braham 2008 and 2009). Moreover, some months ago I have been
able to locate in a Tunisian library the reproduction of a huge manuscript
containing this text (the longest piece of evidence known so far: almost 900
pages2). This copy bears the Arabic title Kitāb al Barbarīya (‘The book of the
Berber Language’).
This text is a bilingual arabo-berber commentary of the Mudawwana and
was composed in older times, when the Arabic language was little known in
Or Abū Ġānim: the author’s full name is Abū Ġānim Bišr Ibn Ġānim al-Ḫurasānī (about
765-820 A.D.). In the text his name is quoted in Berber as Buɣanem.
2
U-Madi’s manuscript contains 594 pages and covers 9 chapters out of 16 (plus the first
page of another one); Ould-Braham’s text contains 394 pages and 7 chapters; the Tunis
manuscript contains 896 pages and 14 chapters.
1
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North Africa and the original text of Abū Ġānim could hardly be under�stood. We don’t know the date and the circumstances of the composition,
but its great antiquity is sure. Calassanti-Motylinski remarked: « il est
bien antérieur à toutes les compositions en berbère du sud Marocain que
possèdent nos bibliothèques »3 Some hints come from the opening lines
of a glossary published by Bossoutrot (1900), stating that it contains a
set of Berber words occurring in the Mudawwana which were obsolete and
could hardly be understood by contemporary readers. Such a glossary was
established by order of Masʿūd bin Ṣāliḥ al-Ṣamumni, who was the sheikh
of Djerba during the 16th century. The glossary also informs us that the
name of the author was Abū Zakarīyaʾ al-Ifrānī, but it has hitherto been im�possible to ascertain when this individual lived. Anyway the work is likely to
be traced back to at least a couple of centuries before the 16th, since at that
moment many vocables had already disappeared from the language. If the
author comes from Ifran (Yefren), in Jebel Nefusa, Libya, the language of
this text might be an old variety of this dialect — though some clues point
to a sort of literary koine of the Ibadite area (Brugnatelli 2008).
After the discovery of the Kitāb al Barbarīya, I have begun to study it:
since a full publication will presumably take a lot of time, owing to its huge
dimensions, I am currently preparing some introductory articles which will
provide a thorough description of the manuscript and of its contents. In the
present paper I will limit myself to a short overview of the overall plan of
the text. The following table shows the full index of the work and the parts
contained in each of the three aforementioned manuscripts (T = Tunis; M
= U-Madi; B = Ould Braham)4:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Kitāb al-Tawḥīd
Kitāb al-Ṣalāh
Kitāb al-Zakāh
Kitāb al-Ṣiyyām

T
T
T
T

―
M
M
M

B
B
B
B

Quoted from a working paper of Calassanti-Motylinski, discovered, along with the
old manuscript, by U-Madi who kindly showed it to me.
4
Transcribing Arabic words the usual rules of Arabic transliteration are used, while Berber words are transcribed according to the official orthography of Kabyle (when applicable). As a consequence, in some cases different symbols apply to one and the same sound:
š = c, ḫ = x, ʿ = ɛ, ġ = ɣ.
3
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Kitāb al-Nikāḥ
Kitāb al-Ṭalāq (al-Kabīr)
Kitāb al-Ṭalāq (al-Ṣaġīr)
Kitāb al-Naḥla wa al-Hiba
Kitāb al-Wiṣāya
Kitāb al-Diyāt
Kitāb al-Ašriba wa al-Ḥudūd
Kitāb al-Šahadāt
Kitāb al-Buyūʿ wa al-Aḥkām
Kitāb al-Aḥkām wa al-Aqḍiya
Kitāb Šarḥ al-Buyūʿ wa al-Aḥkām
Kitāb al-Ribā

T
T
T
―
―
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

M
M
M
M
M
M
(M)5
―
―
―
―
―
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B
―
―
B
B
―
―
―
―
―
―

As a first approach, I am now studying above all the lexicon, beginning
with the numerous Arabic glosses scattered in the manuscript. Besides the
lexicon, some interesting features are also noticeable in the domain of grammar, and I shall present here some remarks concerning three specific issues
which point to the preservation of archaic features, namely the morphology
of verbs ending in -t/0̸, the paradigm of “say/tell” and the construction of
numerals.
A preliminary notice concerning the phonetics is necessary. As a general rule, the language of this texts displays a regular alternation of plosive
and sibilant sounds according to the same principle of Hebrew begadkefat,
which means that non-geminated stops are maintained as such when they
are not preceded by a vowel (i.e. at the beginning of a word or after another
consonant), but are replaced by sibilants in postvocalic occurrence6. For
instance, the feminine marker in Arabic borrowings occurs either as -t or as
-eṯ according to the context, like in the following example: as yellef i lɛurtis, tenwa lɛureṯ ‘when he repudiated his wife, the woman said…’ (f. 123b,
l. 14 = 290a, l. 19-20). When the word lɛureṯ ‘woman/wife’ is followed by
an affixed pronoun beginning with a vowel (lɛurt-is ‘his wife’), the schwa
The text is interrupted shortly after the beginning of this chapter.
This phenomenon is especially remarkable as far as dental consonants are concerned,
since the Arabic script makes it easy to distinguish between dental stops and sibilants. As
regards other places of articulation, the actual situation can hardly be discerned owing to the
lack of specific graphemes.

5
6
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which precedes the sound -ṯ drops and the latter, placed immediately after
a consonant, is realised as a stop. Nowadays, this general rule only applies
to the Berber spoken in Djerba (southern Tunisia), while the other Berber
languages have either kept the plosives or generalised the sibilants in almost
every position: a phenomenon which for a long time was one of the main
features taken into account for the classification of Berber varieties.
1. Verbs with -t/� ending
Some Berber verbs have a peculiar form, since in their paradigms they
show a -t ending alternating with zero. This class of verbs is still widespread
in Tuareg, but only some relics are nowadays attested in the other modern
languages (the verb emmet ‘die’ in Figuig and Djerba, for instance)7. The
language of the Mudawwana displays some verbs where this alternation is
still operating, and this fact points to an archaic character of the language.
Below, a list of some instances of such verbs in the parts of the text examined so far.
☙ M(T) ‘die’
yemmuṯ ‘he died’ (f. 299a, l. 20) / mman ‘they died’ (f. 120a, l. 2)
imman ‘who died (participle)’ (f. 310a, l. 20)
see also (n) unemmitu ‘(of) the/a dead’ (f. 46′b, l. 18)
☙ YS(T)/KS(T) ‘inherit’8
a tt-yekseṯ (= Ar. gloss yariṯu-hā) ‘he will inherit from her’ (f. 113b, l. 8 ; f.
388b, l. 12)
This feature has been first examined by A. Basset in his thesis on the Berber verb (1929:
XVIII-XIX): « Le suffixe t […] est très fréquemment attesté en Ahaggar. En dehors de ce
parler il n’est pas vivant mais son caractère fondamental en berbère, son ancienneté et son
extension à tous les parlers ne font pas l’ombre d’un doute en raison de quelques exemples
que l’on retrouve un peu partout ». Subsequently, the thorough analysis of the Tuareg and
Berber verb by Prasse (1973) led the latter to a different conclusion, namely that t is not a
suffix but a phonetic shape of h-ending roots in certain environments: « *h comme dernière
radicale de verbe […] a un double traitement : il se contracte avec la voyelle qui le précède
[…] ou bien se remplace par t » (p. 73-74).
8
This roots displays an alternation k/y. In some of the following examples a similar alternation g/y is visible too. The reasons for such alternations seem unclear.
7
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a kesteɣ (= Arabic gloss nariṯ: dialectal form?) ‘I will inherit’ (f. 212b, l. 12)
wel t-etksiṯ ⟨wltatksiṯ⟩9 (= Ar. gloss lā tariṯu-hu) ‘she will not inherit from
him’ (f. 113b, l. 8)
ekesteɣ ⟨ʾkas°taɣ°⟩ (= Arabic gloss wariṯtu) ‘I have inherited’ (f. 306b, l. 7)
ikeset ⟨ʾikasat°⟩ (= Arabic gloss wariṯa) ‘he has inherited’ (f. 306b, l. 20)
tiseḏnan wel tekseṯneṯ mawlan ‘women don’t inherit from clients’ (f. 305a, l.
10-11)
ttemyeseṯen (= Ar. gloss yatawāriṯūna) ‘they bequeath to each other’ (f. 305a,
l. 10)
tiyusawin ⟨tywsawīn⟩ (= Ar. gloss mīrāṯ) ‘heritage’ (f. 95b, l. 14); wel ǧarasen tiyusawin (= Ar. gloss lā mīrāṯ baynahumā) ‘there is no inheritance
between them’ (f. 388b, l. 8)
amekkasu ⟨ʾmKasū⟩ pl. imekkusa ‘heir’ (sg.: f. 305a, l. 14; pl.: 306a, l. 9);
Bossoutrot amkasu, pl. imkusa ‘héritier’; tiysawin ‘héritages’.
For this root, compare tuareg ḳusət WY ‘inherit’, tăḳasit ‘inheritance’.
☙ YN(T) ‘be new’
yunen (or yunan) (= Arabic gloss ǧadīd) ‘new’, literally ‘being new’, participle of a verb of quality (f. 112a, l. 5 ; 121a, l. 14 ; f. 122b, l. 4 ; f. 127a, l. 2)
netta ɣel d-yuynuṯ wuynuṯ i tẓalliṯ (= Ar. gloss ḫaraǧa min-hu rīḥ wa huwa fī
'l-ṣalāt) ‘the one to whom happens something which can happen while
praying’ (euphemism meaning ‘the one who happens to pass wind during the prayer’) (f. 25a, l. 13); wuḏi ɣel d-yuynuṯ (= Ar. gloss ḫaraǧa minhu 'l-rīḥ) ‘the one to whom it happens’ (f. 25a, l. 16).
In Bossoutrot’s glossary we find: yuynuṯ ‘il est arrivé, il a eu lieu’; uynuṯ
‘l’apparition, la naissance d’une chose’; yunnen ‘neuf’; ‘solide, fort, robuste’.
This root is nowadays attested as a verb only in Tuareg inay ‘be new’,
which lacks the final -t. The inclusion of this root in the series of verbs with
alternating -t/0̸ ending, attested by this ancient text, explains the final -t of
Kabyle amaynut ‘new, unusual’. This word, considered sometimes as a neo
logism, is indeed attested in traditional texts: «yusa-d lexbaṛ d amaynut la
nouvelle est arrivée insolite» (Mammeri, 1987: 157) and aɛnu abrid aneṣli
In some instances I put in angle brackets a sort of transcription of the word, in order to
show what the Arab script displays: short or long vowels, whenever marked, as well as matres
lectionis when no vowel is marked; moreover, ° is used instead of a sukūn, explicitly marking
the lack of vowels, while an upper case consonant marks the gemination (šadda).

9
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/ win ur nelli d amaynut «rejoins l’antique tradition: défie-toi des chemins
nouveaux» (Amrouche, 1988: 242).
☙ FYN(T)/FǦN(T) ‘be a slave’
ifuynu (= Ar. gloss al-ʿubūdiyya (290a, l. 17) / al-riqq (123b, l. 11) ) ‘slavery’.
See also ǧǧ_fuynu (= Ar. gloss fī al-riqq wa al-ʿubūdiyya) ‘in slavery’ (f.
288a, l. 9);
(n) wayt fuǧnuten (= Ar. gloss al-ʿābidīn) ‘(of) pious people’ (f. 7a, l. 21);
d afuyneṯ i t-yesfuyneṯ (= Ar. gloss taʿbīdan taʿabbada-hu [?]10) ‘it is the enslavement which made him slave’ (f. 8b, l. 6 and f. 9a, l. 14)
No clear correspondences are found in modern languages. Maybe this
word is connected with Chleuh afgan ‘human being’ or Tuareg afăgan ‘person’ (compare Arabic ʿabd with the same meaning).
☙ Ǧ(T)/Y(T) ‘be numerous’
eǧǧin ⟨ʾǦīn⟩ (= Ar. gloss kaṯīr) ‘they are many’ (f. 323b, l. 20)
ewla t_teǧǧeṯay ⟨ʾtǧaṯy⟩ ewla t_teḏrusay (= Ar. gloss kaṯīran ʾaw qalīlan)
‘many or few’, adjective (fem s. ?) (f. 299b, l. 8-9); see also s teḏrusay ɣel
teyyeṯay ‘from few to many’ (f. 85b, l.2)
d aḏrim aǧǧ_eytiṯen d aḏrim aǧǧ_eḏrusen ‘one dirham more, one dirham less’
(f. 85b, l. 1)
These forms seem somehow connected with the root of Tuareg igat
‘be abundant’, participle ăggên ‘much, many’, even if the expanded forms
teǧǧeṯay/teyyeṯay and (y)eytiṯen are unclear. Maybe reduplicated forms
*yty(t)?
2. Verb “say”/“tell”
This text contains a lot of instances of the verb “say / tell” in the past
(perfective) or in the present (imperfective, “intensive aorist”). The instances of aorist are much rarer. The stems attested are: nwa/nwi for the
perfective and nna/nni for the imperfective.
Many glosses translate the nw-forms with the Arabic perfect: tenwa-yas
= qālat la-hu (f. 116b, l. 10); yenwa-yas = qāla la-hu (f. 310a, l. 12 = f. 360a, l. 2).
10

Reading and translation uncertain.
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Moreover, in a case where a Berber sentence is repeated in Arabic (f. 301a),
we find: yenwa Abū al-Muʾarriǧ (l. 15: Berber)/ qāla Abū al-Muʾarriǧ (l. 22:
Arabic)
On the contrary, the following gloss translates the nn-form with an imperfect: nnan = yaqūlūna (f. 4a, l. 6, twice)
In many instances (e.g. f. 7a, l. 1 (twice); f. 15b, l. 6; f. 288b, l. 16, f. 299b,
l. 20), the phrase nnan iserɣinen ‘the Arabs say’ precedes the quotation of
an Arabic saying (value of general/habitual present). Conversely, yenwa
userɣin ‘an Arab said/told’ always precedes the quotation of a specific author (action placed in the past).
As far as the aorist is concerned one can quote: ewc-aneɣ-d w' al' aɣen(n)imel ⟨walaɣanymal⟩ lexṣayel n uykuzen ‘provide us with someone to tell
us the virtues of Islam’ (f. 36b l. 14)11.
The suppletive paradigm revealed by this text matches the situation
found in many other Berber dialects. The following table summarizes the
relevant data:
aorist
K. al-Barbariya mel

perfective

imperfective

‘brother’

-nwa/nwi

-nna/nni-

umma/ewwa

Kabyle

ini

-nna/nni-

qqar

gma

Djerba

mel

-wwa/wwi-

mmal

ewwa

Sened

mel

-mma/mmi-

qqar

uma

Douiret

mel

-ṃṃʷa/ṃṃʷi- -nna/nni-

yuma

Zuara

mel

-ṃṃʷa/ṃṃʷi- -nna/nni-

eṃṃa

Siwa

-mmʷel/mmʷi- -mmʷel/mmʷi- -tummʷel/tummʷi- ammʷa

Tuareg

änn

-nna/nni-

-ganna/genni-

aña

I have already dealt with this issue in another article, focused on modern
dialects (Brugnatelli 2010-2011), and the evidence provided by this ancient text confirms the hypothesis that the perfective form attested in most
Berber languages is the result of an assimilation.
It is possible that the verb emel still preserved its original value as an independent verb
‘point out, show’, since other tenses are attested: yessen af izwar yezzenz wel yemli ⟨wlyml⟩
‘he knew the fault but sold without reporting it’ (Arabic: lam yuḫabbir bi-hi), f. 283a, l. 19-20.

11
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Starting from yenwa (still attested in the old text) three different developments took place:
1) yenna (pan-Berber), with a full progressive assimilation
2) yewwa (Djerba), with a full regressive assimilation
3) yemmʷa/ yeṃṃa/ yeṃṃʷa (Siwa, Zuara, Douiret), with a partial reciprocal assimilation.
The last column of the table shows the word “(my) brother” which is
an ancient noun composed of *aw + *ma , i.e.: ‘son-of-my-mother’ and displays a parallel phonetic evolution w + nasal (though in reverse order).
The fact that as early as the age of this medieval text the imperfective
stem was nna/nni, like in nowadays Zuara and Douiret dialects, suggests
that this stem can hardly be considered as an innovation (a problematic
change from perfective to imperfective) and points to the preservation of
an archaic imperfective stem with reduplication of n. This could also explain
why many Berber languages have replaced the imperfective stem with the
corresponding stem from other roots: such a change was apt to rule out
clashes of homophonous forms.
3. Syntax of numerals
Galand’s study (1967) on Berber numerals pointed out that the most
archaic construction of Berber numerals was the one he labelled “IA group”,
namely: lack of preposition in numerals up to ten and counted object in the
singular from eleven onwards. Some other features are shared by the whole
Berber domain concerning the number and the “state” of the counted name
with numerals of the first decade: « On a toujours le singulier après “ un ”,
toujours le pluriel de 2 à 10 »; « dans les deux cas le complément prend
l’état d’annexion s’il en est capable » (p. 254).
The language of the Mudawwana shows some peculiar constructions of
numerals. I will list here the most remarkable ones.
3.1 Numeral + noun in singular, without state syllable
sen ɣil ‘two cubits’ (f. 21a, l. 4)
sen yur ‘two months’ (f. 133b, l. 18)
careḍ lɣem ‘three camels’ (f. 190′b, l. 14)
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uqqez yur ‘four months’ (f. 116a, l. 17)
semmes ḏrim ‘five dirhams’ (f. 52a, l. 17)
semmes lɣem ‘five camels’ (f. 190′b, l. 15-16)
semmes menkuc ‘five dinars’ (f. 323b, l. 21)
ḍza yur (f. 133b, l. 17); zaz yur ‘six months’ (98b, l. 3)
sa lɣem ‘seven camels’ (f. 190′b, l. 17)
tam yur ‘eight months’ (f. 50a, l. 1)
tis yur ‘nine months’ (f. 98b, l. 7)
mraw menkuc ‘ten dinars’ (f. 306a, l. 22)
This is the most puzzling construction, since it has no known parallel in
any other Berber language. This apparently abnormal syntax is hardly a matter of writing custom, since in some occurrences the reading is confirmed
by the accurate use of vowels, for instance: uqqez yur ⟨ʾuqaz° yūr°⟩ ‘four
months’ (f. 116a, l. 17).
Such a construction seems to point to an archaic stage, when the initial
syllable was still a sort of article and nouns determined by a numeral could
omit it.
3.2 Nominal forms of numerals
Another peculiar feature of numerals in the language of this text is the
faculty they have to be treated as real names when they are determined or
when they occur in isolation, without a counted object. In this case, they
acquire the nominal prefix a-/i- or ta-/ti- (the vowel is not always inferable),
which is normally absent in the numerals, along with the suffixed particle
-in, -yin (or just -n), similar to the anaphoric suffix -(d)in which can be affixed to nouns when they have already been mentioned.
‘2’ masculine: isn-in ⟨ʾis°nīn°⟩ ‘both’ (f. 190′a. l. 12); feminine: tisent-in
⟨tisan°tīn⟩ (f. 188b. l. 13)
‘3’ masculine: ayarḍ-in/iyarḍ-in ⟨ʾyr°ḍyn⟩ = al-ṯalāṯa (f. 304a, l. 12); feminine:
tayarḍ‑in ⟨tyrḍīn⟩ = al-ṯalāṯa (f. 304a, l. 3, 8 and 12)
‘4’ uqqez-yin ⟨ʾuqaz°yn⟩ = al-arbaʿa (f. 101a, l. 19)
‘10’ imerwa-n ⟨ʾmar°wan°⟩ = al-ʿašra (f. 45b, l. 6)
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After counted object: fell-asen isn-in ‘on both of them’ (f. 190′a. l. 12),
tiṭṭawin-is tisent-in ‘both his eyes’ (f. 188b. l. 13), n wuḏmawen-din ayarḍ-in =
al-ṯalāṯa ‘of the three aspects (already mentioned)’ (f. 201b, l. 3 and 270a, l.
20 and 22); see also uḏmawen ayarḍin ⟨ʾayar°ḍīn°⟩ ‘les trois raisons’ (Bossoutrot 1900: 498, 505).
These forms seem very ancient, since some phonetic phenomena differentiate the basic forms of numerals and the corresponding nominal forms.
From *KAREḍ ‘three’, the sound *k- underwent two different treatments depending on the context:
> c /ʃ/ before a at the beginning of the word: careḍ;
> y /j/ between vowels, i.e. *akarḍ-in > ayarḍ-in.
Here too, we notice a feature pointing to an old stage, when a true ‘article’ could be added to a noun when it was determined.
3.3 Plural after high numbers
As far as the number of counted objects is concerned, many instances
show a plural where the Arabic construction and the Berber languages of
the “A group” require the singular, thus placing the language of this text in
the “B group” of Galand’s classification. Some examples:
arbeɛin n yeḏrimen = ʾarbaʿūna dirhaman ‘40 dirhams’ (f. 85a, l. 16 and 18)
sebɛin n takbiraṯ ‘70 takbirs’ (f. 47a, l. 20-21)
sent en tmaḍ en yeḏrimen ‘200 dirhams’ (f. 52a, l. 17)
ifeḍ en wulli = ʾalfu ġanamin ‘1000 sheep’ (f. 131a, l. 13)
3.4 Lack of gender agreement
careḍ tikkal ‘three times’ (f. 54b, 22 and passim)
al careḍ tikkal ‘up to three times’ (f. 315b, 4)
careḍ errekɛaṯ ‘3 bowings’ (f. 34b, l. 20)
uqqez errekɛaṯ ‘4 bowings’ (f. 43b, l. 8)
semmes tmaḍ ‘five hundred’ (f. 185a, l. 14 et 15)
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Another uncommon feature is the lack of gender agreement which is
apparent in some cases. The cases observed so far display a “masculine” numeral with a feminine noun, and never the opposite. It could be due to a
tentative of reproducing the Arabic construction in the Berber translation,
but the lack of occurrences of “feminine” numerals with masculine nouns
would be hard to explain.
What is most puzzling is the random occurrence of different constructions, which may occur in one and the same page of the manuscript. An
example from f. 42b:
Numeral + noun in singular, without state syllable
uqqez yur ‘four months’ (l. 21).
Numeral + plural noun (in annexed state if applicable)
– masculine numeral and noun
careḍ wussan ‘3 days’ (l. 2-3); uqqez wussan ‘4 days’ (l. 3)
– feminine numeral and noun
uqqezeṯ errekɛaṯ ‘4 bowings’ (l. 19); sent errekɛaṯ ‘2 bowings’ (l. 13 and 14)
– masculine numeral and feminine noun
uqqez errekɛaṯ ‘4 bowings’ (l. 10)
Numeral + preposition n + noun in plural
mraw en yiḍan ‘10 nights’ (l. 21-22)
Numeral + preposition n + noun in singular over 10
xamsṭac en yum ‘15 days’ (l. 3: mixed vernacular Arabic and Berber)
Arabic syntagms, borrowed as such :
– ʿašrīn yawman ‘20 days’ (l. 4: numeral over 10 + noun in singular)
– rakʿatāni ‘2 bowings’ (l. 18, twice: Arabic dual, no numeral)
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